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Test-Driven Development (TDD) is now an established technique for delivering better software faster. TDD is based on a simple idea: Write tests for your code before you write the code itself. However, this "simple" idea takes skill and judgment to do well. Now there's a practical guide to TDD that takes you beyond the basic concepts. Drawing on a decade of experience building real-world systems, two TDD pioneers show how to let tests guide your development and “grow” software that is coherent, reliable, and maintainable. 

 

Steve Freeman and Nat Pryce describe the processes they use, the design principles they strive to achieve, and some of the tools that help them get the job done. Through an extended worked example, you’ll learn how TDD works at multiple levels, using tests to drive the features and the object-oriented structure of the code, and using Mock Objects to discover and then describe relationships between objects. Along the way, the book systematically addresses challenges that development teams encounter with TDD--from integrating TDD into your processes to testing your most difficult features. Coverage includes 

 

•   Implementing TDD effectively: getting started, and maintaining your momentum 

    throughout the project

•   Creating cleaner, more expressive, more sustainable code

•   Using tests to stay relentlessly focused on sustaining quality 

•   Understanding how TDD, Mock Objects, and Object-Oriented Design come together 

    in the context of a real software development project

•   Using Mock Objects to guide object-oriented designs

•   Succeeding where TDD is difficult: managing complex test data, and testing persistence

    and concurrency

 

About the Author




Steve Freeman is an independent consultant specializing in Agile software development. A founder member of the London Extreme Tuesday Club, he was chair of the first XPDay and is a frequent organizer and presenter at international conferences. Steve has worked in a variety of organizations, from writing shrink-wrap software for IBM, to prototyping for major research laboratories. Steve has a Ph.D. from Cambridge University, and degrees in statistics and music. Steve is based in London, UK.

 

Nat Pryce has worked as a programmer, architect, trainer, and consultant in a variety of industries, including sports reportage, marketing communications, retail, telecoms, and finance. With a Ph.D. from Imperial College London, he has also worked on research projects and does occasional university teaching. An early adopter of Extreme Programming, he has written or contributed to several open source libraries that support Test Driven Development. He was one of the founding organizers of the London XPDay and regularly presents at international conferences. Nat is based in London, UK.

 

Freeman and Pryce were joint winners of the 2006 Agile Alliance Gordon Pask award.
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Exceptional C++ Style : 40 New Engineering Puzzles, Programming Problems, and Solutions (C++ in Depth Series)Addison Wesley, 2004
This book is about all aspects of C++. I don't mean to say that  it touches on every detail of C++?that would require many more pages?but rather  that it draws from the wide palette of the C++ language and library features to  show how apparently unrelated items can be used together to synthesize novel  solutions to common...
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The Object-Oriented Thought Process (3rd Edition) (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2008
The Object-Oriented Thought Process is a concise and readable primer. Matt Weisfeld's years of programming, teaching, and writing have given him a flair for presenting highly technical topics in a clear and interesting manner. He is able to blend abstract concepts with ingenious examples and clear illustrations to quickly teach powerful OOP...
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Introduction to BiophotonicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	Paras Prasad’s text provides a basic knowledge of a broad range of topics so that individuals in all disciplines can rapidly acquire the minimal necessary background for research and development in biophotonics. Introduction to Biophotonics serves as both a textbook for education and training as well as a reference book that aids...
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Sass and Compass for DesignersPackt Publishing, 2013

	The CSS preprocessor, Sass, is becoming the de-facto standard for producing cross-browser CSS more maintainable and with more ease. It supercharges CSS with features that make previously difficult and time-consuming tasks trivial. This book concentrates on distilling the techniques in a straightforward manner making it accessible to all, even...
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Microservices for the Enterprise: Designing, Developing, and DeployingApress, 2018

	Understand the key challenges and solutions around building microservices in the enterprise application environment. This book provides a comprehensive understanding of microservices architectural principles and how to use microservices in real-world scenarios.

	

	Architectural challenges using microservices with service...
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CompTIA A+ Certification All-In-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007


    The A+ Certified Professional certification is a well-recognized certification and will serve as a basic foundation for a number of other certifications that you may eventually pursue. The certification exam tests your knowledge of both hardware and software used in today’s computer world and the certification is one of...
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